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Challenge or Opportunity: As a set of rural pizza shops in NH, our frontline workers are often mistreated and rarely supported. Whether it’s the workplace, school, family, court systems, housing or elsewhere, we’ve found that our staff often face significant barriers to leading happy, healthy, productive lives.

Approach or Solution: We’ve committed to being active partners with our staff by offering an extensive range of advancement opportunities. From on the job experience that can lead to non-food related careers to workshops & strategic community partnerships, we cultivate basic life skills and career pathways that break down barriers & move lives forward.

Impact: In the first year of our commitment to development...
Our team has earned:
>6 food-related certifications
>4 leadership & mgmt certifications
>2K in grants
We have workshoped the following subjects:
>Communication >Resumes >Conflict >Training>Mental health and wellness >Financial literacy >School funding
>Technology >Social Media